Agreement of retinal nerve fiber layer defect location between red-free fundus photography and cirrus HD-OCT maps.
To investigate the agreement of angular locations of retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) defect margins in glaucomatous eyes by using red-free fundus photographs and Cirrus high-definition optical coherence tomography (OCT) RNFL deviation and thickness maps. We examined 380 RNFL defects that showed clear margins in red-free fundus photographs. The OCT deviation and thickness maps were overlaid on the corresponding red-free fundus photographs. A reference line was drawn between the disc center and the macular center. Lines were also drawn between the optic disc center and the point where the RNFL defect margins crossed the OCT scan circle. The angle between the reference and defect-margin lines defined the angular location of the defect margin. Angular locations of proximal (nearest to the reference) and distal (farthest from the reference) RNFL defect margins on OCT deviation and thickness maps were compared to the locations on red-free fundus photographs. The angular locations of proximal and distal RNFL defect margins on OCT thickness maps showed good agreement with red-free fundus photographs. However, OCT deviation maps showed greater angular locations for both proximal and distal RNFL defect margins compared with red-free fundus photographs, especially in eyes with higher myopia (p < 0.05). Red-free fundus photographs and OCT thickness maps showed good agreement for the RNFL defect margin identification. However, this was not the case for deviation maps, especially in myopic eyes. This finding should be considered when evaluating RNFL defects using OCT maps.